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Thales and TheGreenBow join forces to offer a high-security
encryption solution for network communications
•

•

A partnership between Thales and TheGreenBow offers a secure communication
solution certified by the French information security agency (ANSSI) for critical
national infrastructure providers and the defence sector.
The solution incorporates the Thales Gateways IPsec Mistral range of encryptors and
TheGreenBow’s Windows Enterprise VPN client.
In today’s increasingly connected world, the
security of our information systems is more
crucial than ever. In response to rapidly
changing mobility and security needs,
Thales, a leader in the cybersecurity market,
and TheGreenBow, a French provider of
VPN solutions, have signed an industrial
cooperation agreement to provide a secure
remote access solution.

The solution includes TheGreenBow’s Windows Enterprise VPN client and Thales’s Gateways IPsec
Mistral encryption technology. The latest version has been certified by French information security
agency ANSSI to offer civil and military organisations top-notch protection for their information
systems. Combining a very high data rate infrastructure encryptor with a security-certified VPN client*,
Mistral also protects employees accessing these information systems while travelling or working
remotely. Mistral is currently the only product capable of protecting information systems at EU
Restricted and NATO Restricted level in line with ANSSI’s IPsec security recommendations. It is on the
cutting edge of developments in the field of security and offers a superior level of performance and
quality of service for enterprise networks. This new solution meets the specific need to protect access
to information systems for critical national infrastructure providers, local authorities and healthcare
services including hospitals and clinics. It provides end-to-end data security from the remote access
point to the enterprise information system across all types of networks from satellite links to 10 Gbps
real-time datacentre traffic.
Mistral DR gateways draw on Thales's expertise in network encryption and its extensive experience in
large-scale deployments and migrations of critical networks. With TheGreenBow’s VPN client, the
gateways secure data traffic to and from any mobile or remote platform to provide a sovereign,
integrated solution allowing users to access sensitive networks from any device. This partnership
meets to a growing need for secure, remote interconnection of sensitive information systems.
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« This partnership will allow Thales and TheGreenBow to offer a cutting-edge cybersecurity solution
with the performance needed by critical national infrastructure providers and other economic actors in
sensitive sectors in France and internationally. It is an illustration of Thales’s ability to integrate thirdparty solutions with its systems to better meet the needs of its customers and the market at large.»
Pierre Jeanne, Vice President Cybersecurity, Thales.
« With this new ODM partnership, TheGreenBow is continuing its policy of forging alliances to offer the
highest possible level of security, performance and quality of service for enterprise networks.» Mathieu
Isaia, Managing Director, TheGreenBow.
*TheGreenBow VPN Client (version 6.52.006)

About TheGreenBow
TheGreenBow is a French cybersecurity software company that has been providing reliable VPN
solutions since 1998 and whose expertise is founded on secure communications. After becoming the
first vendor to achieve Common Criteria EAL3+ certification for its Windows VPN Client—approved
for NATO and EU Restricted use in 2013—TheGreenBow is now a key player in the VPN client market.
Its trusted and scalable security solutions for SMEs, large accounts, critical infrastructures,
governments, and civil administrations are distributed in more than 70 countries across the world.
TheGreenBow is the proud holder of the Cybersecurity Made in Europe label, which promotes
European-based companies that provide trusted cybersecurity products and services.
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